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There are many elements that go into the making of a marketing champion.  One of 
those components which has gotten short shrift over the past two decades because of the 
flurry of interest in branding as the key to marketing success, is the product itself.  This 
one of the four Ps of the marketing mix has seen its importance wane as large global 
companies with universally recognized brands have successfully pushed aside equally 
worthy products that did not have the caché that comes from having a blockbuster brand 
name.  As the second decade of the 21st century grinds on, there is a global trend 
emerging that promises to present us with conflicting expectations in both the post-
industrial OECD countries and the newly-emerging economies.  On the one hand, we 
are promised recovery and more growth with every quarterly economic forecast but on the 
other there is the constant, troubling specter of stagnation, unemployment and 
government insolvency.  While there is probably nothing new under the sun in these 
matters, it is instructive to see which organizations continue to thrive in spite of these 
conditions.  They are the marketing champions of today’s unforgiving business climate 
and can serve as models of constructive innovation for enterprises wherever they ply their 
trade.  Obviously, the emphasis on branding will not just fade away but there is a 
changing atmosphere more friendly to companies that succeed in offering products 
answering our needs, whether they spend a lot of their resources on building their brand 
name or not.  In this article I will focus on those organizations that have concentrated on 
product innovation as the driver for their marketing strategies, rather than trying for an 
integrated marketing program to fuel sales.
Useful Concepts to Describe Innovative Strategy
Our analysis includes both champions of consumer marketing and champions of 
business-to-business marketing, though some companies are champions in both arenas. 
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More often than not, they will use aspects of their creative product innovation as part of 
their successful strategy and we will try to clarify what those elements are.  A new 
business, Peter Drucker tells us, needs to start out with the assumption that its product or 
service may find customers in markets no one thought of, for uses no one envisaged when 
the product or service was designed, and that it will be bought by customers outside its 
field of vision and even unknown to the new venture.2  That being the case, a marketing 
program too firmly set may sabotage its very reason for being.  An organization that uses a 
marketing program which does not sufficiently focus on the quality of the product itself, 
as opposed to the brand or ancillary aspects of the marketing mix, may also find itself 
losing ground in the long run to competitors who have focused more tightly on 
delivering an excellent product performance.3
But what is the proper mix of rigid strategic vision and random-walk innovation for 
framing the best way to conquer a market with one’s product?  There are numerous 
opinions and they all are valid to a certain extent.  Let us first review some of them to be 
able to gain a better understanding of what exactly it is we are dealing with.  Michael 
Porter identified three classic ways in which one could compete effectively: 1) as the low 
cost producer, 2) as a niche player, or 3) by differentiating one’s product/service from the 
competition in some way other than cost leadership.4  Clayton Christensen introduced 
the term disruptive innovation, which he judged disruptive because it introduces a more 
convenient and affordable way to serve a target market so that it eventually transforms the 
industry to which the new product or service belongs.5  Blue Ocean strategy suggests that 
an organization should create new demand in an uncontested market space, what its 
creators call a "blue ocean", rather than compete head-to-head with other suppliers in an 
existing industry − a “red ocean”.  Here it is value innovation that is being promoted, 
which is the simultaneous pursuit of differentiation and low cost.6  C.K. Prahalad & Gary 
Hamel taught us to figure out what is our core competency and to make that the basis of 
our competitive strategy.  A core competence should be something that is not easy for 
competitors to imitate, that can be reused widely for many products and markets, and 
that contributes to the target customer’s sense of benefits and value received.  Such core 
competencies develop over time via a process of continuous improvement, and not 
suddenly.7
All of these concepts rely to a greater or lesser extent on being able to innovate by 
gaining insight, or as Gary Klein has put it in his new book, to see what others don’t. 
Klein believes that there are multiple paths to insight. Insights can arise from wanting to 
escape a bad situation or the need to rethink conventional wisdom; they can occur during 
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the search for a solution which is based on a flawed assumption, or they can emerge after 
encountering an inconsistency. Insights sometimes are disruptive because they disabuse us 
of previously held comfortable beliefs.8  While the first half of Klein’s book is an 
elaboration of the three ways in which insights appear (through connections, 
coincidences, or contradictions) the second half looks at what interferes with insights, and 
offers two famous examples of corporate failure that were caused by organizations not 
following through on the insights that their staff gained and had clearly conveyed to 
upper management.  Those two cases were Kodak and the Encyclopedia Britannica. In 
both instances the companies were aware of how digital technology was going to change 
their marketplace, but failed to capitalize on their technological insight because of 
corporate inertia or conflicting business goals, and therefore came to ruin.9  In this 
instance, their core competencies were wasted because they did not take full advantage of 
them to reach the next stage in their products’ evolution.
Examples of Product-centric Marketing Champions
Klein’s three-fold path to insight via connections, coincidences and contradictions 
can be fruitfully employed to categorize the types of innovations that startups often 
introduce into the market.  As the country that has grown more companies listed on 
NASDAQ than any other in the world except the United States, Israel provides us with 
many examples of such ventures that have become marketing champions by leading with 
their innovative products.  In 1965 drip irrigation was created in Israel on a kibbutz 
(collectively-own agricultural community) and began what ultimately became Netafim, 
the global company that specializes in irrigation technologies.  In this and other examples 
below, we see that in Israel there is a tendency to take problems − in this case the lack of 
water − and turn them into assets − by becoming world leaders in fields like desert 
agriculture, drip irrigation, and desalination.10   The fundamental problem in Israel - an 
insufficient supply of water and the low quality of the water that is available - has served 
as a stimulus to still other product innovations besides drip irrigation that have also 
become champions in the global marketplace.  Two of these are Amiad and Bermad.  Like 
Netafim, Amiad also began on a kibbutz collective farm and produced screen mesh water 
filters. In 2010 it then merged with another kibbutz company, Arkal, which specializes in 
disc filters, and the two together now present an unbeatable combination offering 
organizations a full range of filtering solutions to meet their need to purify the water they 
use.  Amiad’s screen mesh and disc water filters are sold in 70 different countries and the 
company has nine overseas branch offices in places like Singapore, France and Turkey. 
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With $114 million in sales, Amiad has become the largest filter company in the world, 
and its innovative product line is the core competency that supports the company’s 
marketing strategy.  
Bermad is another Israeli company born in the unique collective environment of the 
kibbutz.  Founded in the mid-1960s at approximately the same time as Amiad and 
Netafim and likewise deriving its raison d’être from Israel’s domestic need for clean, 
usable water, Bermad’s original product innovation was to combine a water meter with a 
hydraulic valve, which through various later improvements and spinoffs evolved into a 
product line that enables successful “fertigation”, which is the mixing of fertilizer and 
crop nutrients with irrigation water.  Bermad boasts a full line of automatic metering 
valves that are widely used on every continent in three industry segments: public and 
private waterworks, fire protection, and irrigation.  Still 100% kibbutz-owned,   Bermad 
has sales of $100 million, 85% of which comes from exports.     
Differentiation that leads one to the sweet spot of the “blue ocean” can come from 
new applications of innovations that were developed to solve an entirely different need. 
To illustrate, one big problem that still faces Israel is national security, surrounded as it is 
by neighbors who make no secret of their desire to destroy this small country.  So much 
of the nation’s intellectual energy is therefore necessarily focused on using technology to 
create new ways to defend its borders against encroachment.  But many of the 
technologies that are utilized and refined in developing these defense-related tools have 
found their way into innovative products that satisfy a multitude of needs in our peaceful 
daily lives as well.  Take Given Imaging, for example.  Founded in 1998 by a rocket 
scientist, the company bought a declassified patent from the Israel Defense Forces and 
began the long journey to adapt miniaturization technology then used in ballistic missiles 
to develop a camera within a pill that could transmit pictures from inside the human 
body.  Thus was born the Pill Cam, a non-invasive substitute for endoscopes and other 
more traditional devices that now enables doctors to see inside your intestines in a way 
painless and user-friendly to the patient.11  So out of a contradiction - a weapon of 
warfare now applied to a peaceful purpose - was born a marketing champion for the 
gastro-intestinal medical device market.12  
Sometimes early stage startups have the potential to grow very quickly to become 
marketing champions based on their unique technology applications, causing in the 
process what Larry Downes and Paul Nunes refer to as “big bang disruption”.13  Prof. 
Shlomo Maital of the Technion Israel Institute of Technology, asserts that the essence of 
innovation is breaking the rules, and results from the complex interaction among three 
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ecosystems: 1) the personal, 2) the organizational and 3) the national.14  Every ecosystem 
is unique, which is why Israeli innovation looks so different from, say, innovation in 
Japan or the United States.   Two such technology-based startups spawned by Israel’s 
ecosystems are Sealantis and NanoSpun Technologies.  In these two examples the three 
ecosystems are 1) the indispensable entrepreneur or driver of the project, who develops 
the idea for the innovation, 2) the Technion’s research labs, where much of the technology 
is first developed and tested, often with 3) critical support via matching funding from the 
Israel government’s Office of the Chief Scientist.  Sealantis makes use of these three 
ecosystems in creating its biometric adhesives which are vegetable- vs. mammalian-based 
and are effective in perpetually wet environments.  This makes them ideally suited for 
certain types of surgical applications where other animal-based materials might be 
rejected by the body of the patient, or the adhesive would not hold securely on what are 
continually wet surfaces of a patient’s internal organs.  The product − once perfected − 
will create its own market and find ready users − resulting in a new marketing champion. 
Another startup supported within the Technion’s ecosystem is NanoSpun Technologies. 
NanoSpun develops what it calls smart fibers for clever solutions and is still in the stage of 
bridging the academic and commercial worlds by providing a proof of concept.  A 
NanoSpun fiber is a hollow tube that ranges from 1 submicron down to 10 
submilimicrons in diameter.  The human hair, by comparison, is much thicker at 100 
microns.  These very thin fibers can be used for separation, water treatment and 
controlled release capabilities.  The first application that NanoSpun has targeted is 
biological water treatment (bioremediation), but eventually this product can be used for 
clean energy and agricultural applications as well.  It can also be used to control flow 
release for medical and life sciences because the fibers are thin enough to enable 
encapsulation (i.e., trapping) of living, active bacteria, what the company calls a “golden 
cage” solution.  And NanoSpun maintains that it costs only 30% as much as competitors 
with alternative technologies.   The product will, as is the case with the proverbial better 
mousetrap, cause buyers to beat a path to NanoSpun’s door once it is ready for market.
Product innovations that become the core of a company’s marketing strategy often 
come from connections that build up over time from an original product concept.  Such 
is the case with Amdocs, started thirty years ago as the American Directory Company. 
Amdocs developed the first automated system for directory publishers, which put the 
customer, not the phone number, at the center of the process. The 1984 breakup of 
AT&T enabled Amdocs to work with Southwestern Bell (SBC) Yellow Pages, enter the 
US market and become the world leader in that business.  During the first half of the 
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1990s Amdocs took its first steps into diversification, while keeping the customer-centric 
philosophy that helped it to build its Yellow Pages franchise.  It expanded into the 
telephone arena and then into mobile communications.  Amdocs developed Ensemble, 
the industry’s first UNIX-based customer care and billing system, and its rapid growth in 
the second half of the decade resulted from the widespread explosion of the global mobile 
market. Amdocs found itself with the industry’s most advanced customer care and billing 
system and when it acquired ITDS in 1999 it started offering managed services. After the 
2001 acquisition of Clarify, Amdocs became the only billing provider that also had a 
customer relationship management (CRM) offering.  Through acquisitions and internal 
developments Amdocs further grew to provide total operational support systems (OSS) - 
from order-to-activation plus mobile payments systems - for global telecoms.  Amdocs’ 
core business now is business support systems (BSS) consisting of CRM,  billing plus 
OSS for the telco service providers, such as  AT&T, Singtel, Vodafone, T-Mobile and 
others.  This includes revenue management and revenue optimization for its telecom 
clients.  Given its field of expertise, Amdocs has also become an expert at social media and 
third party company service in addition to CRM.  Much of the original impetus for these 
product developments is still seen in Amdocs Enreach which “identifies and nurtures 
innovative products, technologies and solutions with tangible, differentiating value to the 
service provider market. This is accomplished by building an ecosystem of start-up 
companies and synergizing their unique value with Amdocs’ core offering to rapidly 
generate new and unique cutting edge commercial offerings.”15  From a small, young 
company, focusing on one application − Yellow Pages - the company has become a global 
organization with over 250 service provider customers, offices in some 60 countries and a 
workforce of over 19,000 employees.16  And the products (systems) it offers are still what 
drive its marketing strategy.
The Future of Product Innovation as Marketing Strategy
In their forthcoming book, Downes and Nunes assert that we can no longer rely on 
Everett Rogers’ bell curve of product adoption because the days of disproportionate 
information advantages for product innovators are long gone.  Instead Downes and 
Nunes maintain that we live in a world of “near perfect information” and that leads 
customers to make fewer mistakes, a statement which I do not agree with, but in any case 
the point made is that innovators do not have time to perfect their product as it builds 
share in the marketplace.  Instead, these authors contend that one can experience either 
catastrophic success for which one is not prepared, which can then lead to catastrophic 
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failure because customers will not remain loyal if, for example, your product is stocked 
out or if your website crashes from its incapacity to handle a large volume of traffic.17  For 
incumbents and their carefully constructed strategic plans, what Downes and Nunes call 
“big bang disruption” is the innovator’s nightmare.18 Without question there has been a 
speeding up of product introduction and uptake in the digital arena, but not every 
product is equally dependent on the viral nature of product adoption (and rejection) 
which characterizes diffusion of innovation in that world.  In fact, some companies utilize 
the fickle nature of consumers to craft new product variations in order to keep the 
interest of their target markets.  Many Japanese producers of fast moving consumer goods 
follow this type of product strategy by introducing a rapidly changing cascade of special 
seasonal products in the food and beverage category.  The seasonal offering is the way the 
company keeps its brand in the consumer’s mind because Japanese consumers seem to 
crave the novelty of such offerings.  Hence, the great number of sakura-flavored or 
-colored food products that crop up during cherry blossom season to the delight of many 
Japanese.  Here, too, product innovation leads the marketing strategy.  Casual visits to 
convenience stores in Japan will reveal a heavy churn of new product introductions every 
month in the snack, beverage and personal care areas.  The particular new products 
launched are what the marketer depends on to attract consumers, the brand name alone 
not being strong enough to ensure customer loyalty over time.
Despite what the authors of Big Bang Disruption assert, there is still plenty of room 
in the global marketplace for product innovators to become marketing champions even if 
they de-emphasize other aspects of the marketing program and their innovation takes 
time to perfect. Such a product-centric marketing strategy requires that 1) their 
technological breakthroughs cannot be easily copied and 2) they do not price their 
offerings too far above reasonable expectations of value. The many Israeli examples given 
above demonstrate the viability of the “better mousetrap” strategy despite our 
contemporary tendency to emphasize branding.  Branding after all is only as good as the 
product standing behind the brand and its sustainability depends on the organization’s 
focus on maintaining the quality of the product or service that it offers.19  This trend will 
only strengthen as the decade proceeds and customers in both the consumer and the 
B-to-B arenas clamor for ever higher levels of actual performance from the products they 
purchase.
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